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Building the 
Menger Sponge  

 

Many objects in nature look as if they are built from 
smaller copies of themselves, for example the ruggedness 
of a coastline or the meanders and branches of a river 
network. We call this property self-similarity. Such objects 
are only approximately self-similar because the smaller 
units are typically not exact copies of the larger ones. 
Moreover, this approximate self-similarity only holds over 
a certain number of scales, which means that the more 
that we ‘zoom in’ on the object, the less like the original it 
appears. Mathematicians have abstracted this idea of 
self-similarity to create mathematical objects called 
fractals. Fractals have perfect self-similarity at every scale 
imaginable: no matter how far you zoom in on an image 
of a fractal, you will see the same shapes repeating. 

The Menger Sponge 
The Menger Sponge is an example of a fractal. In this handout, we will build the Level 1 Menger Sponge 
shown above using business cards. This object is not a fractal, because it is not self-similar over any 
scale (this is what it means to be a ‘Level 1’ sponge). But when covered with our special cladding, it 
resembles the Level 6 Menger Sponge – an object with self-similarity over six scales! The following is 
inspired by a worksheet designed by think-maths.co.uk. 

Making a Cube 
Take two business cards and place one on top of the other at right angles, as shown on the left below 
(we’ve used red and blue cards for clarity). Fold the ends of the bottom blue card up over the sides of 
the top red card (middle below). Turn the cards over and fold the red card in the same way. Separate 
the cards. You should have two cards folded into squares with ‘tabs’ on either side (right below). Repeat 
this for two more pairs of cards so that you end up with a total of six folded cards.  

The ends of one card folded over to make tabs. Two cards placed at right angles. 
A square with folded 
tabs on either side. 
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We will assemble six folded cards into a cube. Each card forms a face of the cube, and the two rules for 
assembly are: (i) always place tabs of a square next to tab-free sides of neighbouring squares, and  
(ii) tabs are always on the outside of the cube. The six assembly steps are shown below. 

Joining Cubes to Make a Sponge 
To illustrate joining two cubes together, we’ll use a red cube and a blue cube to make the steps easier 
to see. First, insert a tab on the blue cube into the bottom of two tabs on the red cube, as shown in 
Step 1 below. The two red tabs form a kind of ‘pocket’ which holds the blue tab in place. Next, gently 
swing the blue cube upwards until the two cubes are side by side as in Step 2, with the red pocket 
between them. Then tuck the top blue tab into the top of the red pocket. (This step can be fiddly!) You 
will need to join together 20 cubes to make the Level 1 Menger Sponge shown overleaf. 
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A Final Touch 
You can use our cladding to make your Sponge look like it has more levels. The tabs 
on the cladding tuck into the cube pockets as shown on the right. Clad every 
external surface of the Level 1 Menger Sponge to make it look like a Level 6 Menger 
Sponge! You will find it easier to clad your surfaces as you assemble the Sponge.  
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